
Using Cloudify
as the Decentralized 
'Orchestrator of Orchestrators'



Cloudify recently introduced a new extension to its TOSCA based DSL handling Service Composition.  
This development allowed us to handle an end-to-end service composition between different orchestration 
domains such as Kubernetes, Ansible and Terraform alongside AWS Cloud Formation & Azure ARM.

We also extended our support for the specific orchestration plugins in the following areas:

• We allowed users to pull the service template from the source. We added a generic resource management 
utility that allows Cloudify to pull the relevant template or playbook artifacts into the platform during 
runtime, pointing to the target repo. With this in place, users no longer have to copy a playbook or template 
into Cloudify to run it through the platform -  Cloudify will now do that work for you. A shared library 
provides consistent behaviour across all of our relevant plugins. 

• We added a set of workflows to each plugin that 
automates the installation and configuration of each 
orchestration platform, allowing continuous updates. See 
Ansible and Terraform plugin workflows for a reference.

• We added a workflow widget that provides a visual 
mapping and tracking of the entire workflow execution 
pipeline across all the infrastructure orchestration 
elements... as well as up the stack, covering application 
workflows. This allows the user to clearly see the 
mapping of steps - and also API calls allowing the user 
to clearly see the state of each step during execution.

https://docs.cloudify.co/5.0.5/working_with/service_composition/
https://docs.cloudify.co/5.0.5/working_with/official_plugins/orchestration/ansible/
https://docs.cloudify.co/5.0.5/working_with/official_plugins/orchestration/terraform/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nfdEp67Cjc


• We updated the examples to illustrate how all this 
works in practice. Refer to our new getting-started 
example that shows how we can deploy the same 
application (NodeJS or JBoss) on multiple clouds 
using Cloud-Formation, Azure ARM and Terraform 
alongside our traditional API plugins.

Running the same application on multi-cloud using 
infrastructure orchestration of choice

New Cloudify kubernetes plugin simplifies the 
deployment of cloud-native services on top of 
multiple Kubernetes platforms. Cloudify also 

comes with a set of blueprint that automate the 
instantiation and configuration of OpenShift, 

KubeSpray, GKE, EKS, AKS clusters.

We’ve extended our Kubernetes platform support. 
We now support OpenShift, KubeSpray, GKE, EKS 
and AKS. This allows users to automate the setup 
and configuration of their Kubernetes environment 
on any of these platforms in a consistent way.

We also extended our Kubernetes plugin in the  
following areas:

• API Support - Extended the built-in Kubernetes 
node types binding to include name-space . We also 
now provide dynamic API binding that will allow 
users to map any Kubernetes API to a  
custom node type. 

• Resource State Management -we added the ability 
to block the deployment for the completion of the 
application deployment by monitoring relevant 
resource states. 

• Continuous updates using built-in workflow - to 
handle continuous updates of any given service. 

• Dynamic pre-processing of Kubernetes templates: 
users can pass in secrets, inputs and other 
variables to a Kubernetes template. Those inputs 
can be derived from other Kubernetes or non 
Kubernetes services.  Cloudify uses Jinja behind 
the scenes to render those inputs with the user’s 
Kubernetes template before getting passed to the 
Kubernetes server.

• Multi platform authentication support - the 
plugin support token and configuration based 
authentication abstracts some of the key 
differences between the various   
Kubernetes platforms.

https://github.com/cloudify-community/blueprint-examples/tree/master/getting-started
https://github.com/cloudify-community/blueprint-examples/tree/master/getting-started
https://github.com/cloudify-community/blueprint-examples/tree/master/kubernetes
https://docs.cloudify.co/5.0.5/working_with/official_plugins/orchestration/kubernetes/
https://bit.ly/2YIUIyR
https://bit.ly/2YIUIyR
https://github.com/kubernetes-client/python/tree/v1.0.2/kubernetes/client/apis
https://bit.ly/2WAUFCx
https://bit.ly/2zh4bmz


A One-Stop-Shop for Integrating ALL Orchestration 
Domains to the CI/CD Pipeline

Automating cloud native, green field and 
brown field over a unified orchestration 

platform using Jenkins 

The CI/CD platform becomes the enterprise manufacturing pipeline and central hub in which all enterprise 
processes can come together to achieve end-to-end automation. 

We introduced a new CI/CD plugin (Jenkins plugin at this point) aimed to simplify the complexity of the current 
CI/CD pipeline. It decouples the application pipeline from the infrastructure environment pipeline. This approach 
also allows us to minimize the amount of duplicate work associated with setting up infrastructures between 
different application pipelines. 

The plugin leverages the Cloudify integration with all 
leading orchestration domains and as such it provides 
a one stop shop that saves the hassle of setting up 
each domain separately. It also provides a consistent 
buildstep configuration for interfacing with each of 
these platforms. Users can point directly to their 
respective framework repository as a build-step and 
Cloudify will install the framework, pull those templates, 
execute, monitor and decommission all  
relevant resources.

It will also allow continuous updates of the environment 
itself and frameworks behind the integration of each 
of these domains (the integration is written using a 
declarative model to support this continuous  
update process.) 

We refer to all this as Environment as a Service (EaaS)

The following example demonstrates how one can 
deploy cloud-native, green-field and brown-field 
applications (running different environment setups such 
as multiple-cloud support, Kubernetes cluster support, 
infrastructure orchestration). Users can also choose 
to run each application with different environment 
infrastructure choices between their development and 
production setup. For example they could choose to use 
spot-instances to minimize their infrastructure cost on 
their testing environment and high-end VM for production.

https://github.com/cloudify-cosmo/jenkins-cloudify-plugin


Seamless Integration (Avoiding Lock-In)

One of the main challenges with a CMP approach is that it has become the gateway for accessing all cloud 
resources and therefore introducing a CMP into the rest of the organisation has proven long and complex. 
It is also considered ‘heavy weight’ compared with other DevOps tools and therefore didn’t play nicely 
within modern agile DevOps processes.

We chose to plug Cloudify into CI/CD pipeline for zero impact on the rest of the organisation. It allows 
a more gradual adoption of Cloudify on a per-case basis where it makes the most amount of sense. 
Indirectly it also reduces the risk of failure or potential vendor lock-in significantly.

Another key concept behind the CI/CD integration is to maintain a clear separation between the application 
build process and the environment. The application users are decoupled from the way the environment 
has been created and only exposed to the end point output of that environment. (Kubernetes Cluster IP 
or namespace, NodeJS server address, JBoss service address, VM IP, DB Url,.) This information is being 
passed as parameters (often a JSON file) to and from the environment through the CI/CD platform. In this 
way the application developer doesn’t need to know anything about Cloudify or the rest of the underlying 
frameworks and can therefore choose any given framework at any point in time that best fits its purpose. 

This degree of decoupling minimizes the locking not just to Cloudify but also to any of the frameworks 
integrated through Cloudify. In addition, this approach allows organizations to share the same environment 
between multiple CI/CD frameworks (most large organizations use more than one CI/CD framework) and 
thus extend the consistent experience and reduce duplicate work across the various CI/CD platforms 
within the organization.



What’s Next?

We announced our  new  EaaS solution a few months ago. It was mainly a set of patterns and concepts 
that utilizes the new Cloudify Service Component feature. We've since made a great deal of progress (we 
did NOT let COVID-19 slow us down!). All this is just the start of a continuous and exciting journey as we 
introduce new features and capabilities with even more updates. On this note, we launched our Cloudify 
Tech Talks Podcast series  in which we will be sharing with you all the new updates directly from  
the source. 

Many of these updates can be used immediately without waiting for the completion of the release as in the 
case of our Kubernetes, Ansible, AWS Cloud Formation, Azure ARM and Terraform plugins.

Here is a sneak preview of what's coming next:

We're extending the Service Composition to support generic handling of relationships between services 
and shared resources. This will simplify the way one can implement ZTP provisioning workflow between 
services, allow a more concrete method to add/remove services to an existing deployment without 
impacting the rest of the services.

We're continuously improving our management UI user experience. The emphasis is to allow a better 
unified view of all the frameworks and provide  deeper insights and visualization through our topology view, 
composer, workflow and log aggregation view.

On the Kubernetes front were working on making Cloudify more natively integrated. This includes turning 
the Cloudify manager run as a non privileged container service- simplifying the deployment and scaling 
process of Cloudify clusters within Kuberenetes. We are also continuing with new innovation projects to 
support I/O intensive workloads on Kubernetes via collaboration with Intel - this time on RedHat OpenShift . 

We also started working with Google Anthos to explore the possibilities of integrating it with Cloudify Spire 
and Service Broker.

On the networking side we're extending our multi-cloud networking support to support new advanced cloud 
networking services such as Azure V-WAN (Azure SD-WAN equivalent) as well as continuous support for 
new generation of open uCPE support. All will be integrated into the same 'EaaS' framework that in turn will 
allow users to manage even their more complex networking through their CI/CD pipeline.

Stay tuned for more updates… and head to Cloudify Tech Talk podcasts to get the latest info! 

 "DevOps toolchains are changing, and the discrete automation and service 
orchestration silos of the past are evolving into platforms that orchestrate 

application delivery as a value stream. Infrastructure and operations leaders 
should revisit their toolchain strategies to meet digital business demands."  

Gartner "The Future of DevOps Toolchains Will Involve Maximizing Flow in IT Value Streams" January 2020

https://cloudify.co/blog/version-5-release-eaas/
https://cloudify.co/blog/podcast-one-terraform/
https://cloudify.co/blog/podcast-one-terraform/
https://docs.cloudify.co/5.0.5/working_with/service_composition/
https://cloudify.co/blog/watch-intel-cloudify-webinar/
https://cloudify.co/podcast/
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